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TRILLIONS UPON TRILLIONS OF VIRUSES FALL FROM THE SKY 

EACH DAY 

High in the Sierra Nevada mountains of Spain an international team of 
researchers set out four buckets to gather a shower of viruses falling from the 
sky. Scientists have surmised there is a stream of viruses circling the planet, 
above the planet’s weather systems but below the level of airline travel. Very 
little is known about this realm, and that’s why the number of deposited viruses 
stunned the team in Spain. Each day, they calculated, some 800 million viruses 
cascade onto every square meter of the planet. Most of the globe-trotting 
viruses are swept into the air by sea spray, and lesser numbers arrive in dust 
storms. Generally it’s assumed these viruses originate on the planet and are 
swept upward, but some researchers theorize that viruses actually may 
originate in the atmosphere.  Whatever the case, viruses are the most abundant 
entities on the planet by far.  Mostly thought of as infectious agents, viruses are 
much more than that. They also contain a vast diverse array of unknown genes 
— and spread them to other species. Read more on New York Times. 
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MENTAL DISORDERS AMONG LEADING CAUSES OF 
ILLNESS IN CHILDREN WORLDWIDE 
While global rates of mental disorders in children have remained 
stable over time, the decline of infectious diseases will place mental 
disorders among the main causes of disease in children aged 4-15 
years, according to a study published in Child and Adolescent 
Psychiatry and Mental Health. Researchers describe the prevalence 
of mental disorders among children aged 5-14 years in each of the 
six regions of the World Health Organisation. They found that even 
in emerging regions, the prevalence of mental disorders is high and 
constant over time. This suggests that mental disorders are not 
decreasing in young people despite the global improvement of their 
physical health. In the future, the decrease of other preventable 
diseases, such as diabetes, will lead to an increase in the importance 
of treating mental disorders for public health. Read more on Science 
Daily. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/13/science/virosphere-evolution.html?emc=edit_th_180417&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=647371710417
https://planetaryhealthweekly.wordpress.com
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/04/180411220733.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/04/180411220733.htm
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AFRICAN CITIES ARE BATTLING ESCALATING NOISE 
POLLUTION—BUT RELIGION STANDS IN THE WAY 
The pollution problem in many African cities goes beyond just the air 
quality. 

Over the years, governments across the continent have attempted to 
tackle noise problems in major cities. In addition to the daily bustle 
and commercial activities, much of the noise comes from the 
thousands of religious places of worship that dot these cities. In 
Accra, Ghana’s capital, the government is turning to technology to 
hopefully serve as a panacea: local mosques have been asked to send 
text and WhatsApp messages as a substitute for the call to prayers, to 
Muslim members rather than loud calls made using megaphones and 
speakers. Rwanda recently closed down about 700 churches for 
breaking building regulations and excessive noise pollution. In 
March, the government also banned mosques in the capital, 
Kigali, from using loudspeakers during the call to prayer. Lagos, 
Africa’s largest city and home to an estimated 20 million, is also 
looking to clamp down on public noise levels. Read more on Quartz. 

SOIL METALS LINKED WITH CANCER MORTALITY 

The risk of dying from cancer is not the same in all geographic regions. 
There are many factors that influence, including the type of soil, since it can 
harbor heavy metals and semimetals that are carcinogenic for humans. The 
chronic exposure of a population to these toxic elements, which enter the 
body through the food chain, could increase the frequency of certain 
tumors in some territories. Epidemiologists and geologists have found 
associations between esophageal cancer and soils where lead is abundant, 
lung cancer and terrains with increased copper content, brain tumor with 
areas rich in arsenic, and bladder cancer with high cadmium levels. These 
statistical links do not indicate that there is a cause-effect relationship 
between soil type and cancer, but they suggest possible influence of metals 
from the earth's surface on the geographical distribution of tumors. Read 
more on Science Daily.  

AMERICANS WASTE 150,000 TONS OF FOOD PER DAY 

The amount of land used annually to grow food that ends up in the 

garbage in the United States is 30 million acres, or seven percent of 

total US cropland. Some 4.2 trillion gallons of irrigation water gets 

wasted, too, said the report in PLOS ONE. Fruits and vegetables 

made up 39 percent of total food waste, followed by dairy (17 

percent), meat (14 percent) and grains (12 percent). Items least likely 

to be thrown out included salty snacks, table oils, egg dishes, candy 

and soft drinks. Higher quality diets, with greater amounts of fruits 

and vegetables, are being wasted in greater quantities than other 

food. The report found that the amount of wasted food equals about 

30 percent of the average daily calories consumed for every 

American. Read more on New Vision. See also: 8 Habits for 
Reducing Waste in the Kitchen. 

https://qz.com/1255785/ghana-mosques-to-use-whatsapp-for-call-to-prayers-to-stop-noise-pollution-of-african-cities/
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/04/180420122857.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/04/180420122857.htm
https://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1475937/americans-waste-150-tons-food-day-study
http://www.feedingamerica.org/hunger-blog/8-habits-for-reducing-waste.html?autologin=true&utm_medium=email&utm_source=owned&utm_content=enews_button&utm_term=aware&utm_campaign=April_eNewsletter
http://www.feedingamerica.org/hunger-blog/8-habits-for-reducing-waste.html?autologin=true&utm_medium=email&utm_source=owned&utm_content=enews_button&utm_term=aware&utm_campaign=April_eNewsletter
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WILL THE NEXT SUPERBUG COME FROM YEMEN? 
It was two days after a young Yemeni man was released from surgery that 
the doctors first noticed the smell. The bullet that wounded the leg of the 
22-year-old college student had shattered bone and torn a hole in the soft 
tissue. Now, the wound was emitting a distinct smell, described in the 
medical literature as “offensive.” It strongly suggested infection, perhaps 
life-threatening, and the wound was not getting better. Realizing that 
normal antibiotics were not working, the doctors at a trauma center run 
by Doctors Without Borders sent a blood culture for analysis to their new 
microbiology lab, the only one of its kind in the region. The tests found a 
bacterium, Acinetobacter baumannii, resistant to most standard 
antibiotics. Nobody knows how the student acquired the drug-resistant 
infection, but it is so common in Yemen. Read more on New York Times. 

ALCOHOL GUIDELINES IN MANY COUNTRIES 'MAY NOT 

BE SAFE' 
Regularly drinking more than 100 grams (3.5 oz) of alcohol per week -
- about five or six medium glasses of wine or pints of beer – has been 
linked to a shorter life expectancy for men and women, according to 
new research in The Lancet. Recommended limits in Italy, Portugal, 
and Spain are almost 50 percent higher than this, and in the USA, the 
upper limit for men is nearly double. The international team analyzed 
data on nearly 600,000 drinkers aged 30-100, from 83 studies in 19 
high-income countries. The participants had been observed for at least 
a year after signing up. The researchers factored in other health-
related data such as the participants' age, gender, diabetes history, 
their socio-economic status, and whether they smoked. Drinking the 
equivalent of 100-200g of pure alcohol a week shortened life 
expectancy by about six months compared to drinking less than 
100g. Read more on New Vision. 

For study see: The Lancet. 

YAWS ERADICATION REQUIRES IMPROVED 

APPROACH 
More than one round of mass administration of 
azithromycin may be needed to eradicate yaws, an 
infectious disease caused by a bacterium, according to 
a report in the Lancet. An international team of 
scientists previously reported the effect of a single 
round of mass azithromycin treatment for yaws, begun 
in April 2013, that included almost 84% (13,490 of 
16,092) of residents living on Lihir Island, Papua New 
Guinea, where yaws is endemic. In this initial 
longitudinal study, mass azithromycin treatment 
significantly reduced the prevalence of active and 
latent yaws within six months, a reduction that 
persisted 12 months after the intervention.  
Read more on Jama Network. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/14/opinion/sunday/yemen-antibiotic-resistance-disease.html?smid=tw-nytopinion&smtyp=cur&wpmm=1&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1475674/alcohol-guidelines-countries-safe
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)30545-2/fulltext
ttps://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678627?utm_source=silverchair&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=article_alert-jama&utm_content=etoc&utm_term=041718
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KATHARINE HAYHOE REVEALS SURPRISING WAYS TO TALK ABOUT 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

Katharine Hayhoe isn’t your typical atmospheric scientist. Throughout her career, 
the evangelical Christian and daughter of missionaries has had to convince many 
(including her pastor husband) that science and religion need not be at odds when 
it comes to climate change. Hayhoe, who directs Texas Tech’s Climate Science 
Center, is also CEO of ATMOS Research, a scientific consulting company, and 
produces the PBS Digital web series Global Weirding. She rose to national 
prominence in early 2012 after then-presidential candidate Newt Gingrich 
dropped her chapter from a book he was editing about the environment. The 
reason? Hayhoe’s arguments affirmed that climate change was no liberal hoax. 
The Toronto native attracted the fury of Rush Limbaugh, who encouraged his 
listeners to harass her. Read more on Sierra Club.  

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH:            
CHEVRON CANADA SHOULD PAY FOR POLLUTION IN 
ECUADOR, ONTARIO COURT TOLD 
A group of Indigenous Ecuadorians are arguing in an Ontario court that 
they should be able to seize shares of Chevron Canada to pay for the 
pollution its parent company allegedly left in their homeland. Chevron 
shut down its operations in Ecuador decades ago, and a U.S. judge 
barred any American court from enforcing an Ecuadorian Supreme 
Court ruling against Chevron. The plaintiffs are now asking Canada’s 
justice system to enforce a $9.5-billion (U.S.) Ecuadorian judgment 
against Chevron Canada, even though the ruling was made against 
Chevron Corp., an American company that owns Chevron Canada via 
seven intermediary subsidiaries. The plaintiffs do not allege 
wrongdoing by Chevron Canada. After a Supreme Court of Canada 
decision allowed the case to go ahead, the fate of the Ecuadorians has 
drawn interest from Indigenous groups from around the world who 
are dealing with industrial pollution. Read more on The Star. 

 

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY:  
AFTER TAX, PHILADELPHIANS 40 PERCENT LESS LIKELY 
TO DRINK SODA EVERY DAY 
Almost immediately after a "soda tax" went into place, Philadelphians 
were 40 percent less likely to drink soda every day. A new study 
published in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine surveyed 
almost 900 city residents immediately before and after the tax was 
implemented. The study found that, compared to residents of nearby 
cities, Philadelphia residents were 40 percent less likely to drink 
sugary soda and 60 percent less likely to drink an energy drink each 
day. At the same time, Philadelphians became 58 percent more likely 
to drink bottled water every day. Previous studies have focused on the 
impact the tax has had on the stores that sell beverages since the levy's 
full implementation in 2017. But this is the first study to see whether 
the diets of residents changed. Read more on Science Daily. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi6RkdaEqgRVKi3AzidF4ow
https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/katharine-hayhoe-reveals-surprising-ways-talk-about-climate-change?utm_source=insider&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2018/04/18/chevron-canada-should-pay-for-pollution-in-ecuador-ontario-court-told.html
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/04/180412085739.htm
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WEEKLYBULLETIN 

DATE CONFERENCE LOCATION REGISTER 

May 24-26 Indigenous Health Conference 
Toronto 

Canada 

https://www.cpd.utoronto.ca/

indigenoushealth 

May 

25-27 

Bethune Round Table: The Role of the  

Trainee in Global Surgery 

Toronto 

Canada 
https://bethuneroundtable.com/ 

June 
McGill University Summer Institutes in In-

fectious Diseases and Global Health 

Montreal 

Canada 

http://mcgill-idgh.ca/courses/

tuberculosis-research-methods/ 

June 22-24 
Annual Conference, The Council of  

Canadians 

Ottawa 

Canada 
https://canadians.org/conference 

Oct 

8-12 

5th Global Symposium on Health  

Systems Research 

Liverpool 

England 

http://healthsystemsresearch.org/ 

hsr2018/ 

Nov 

15-19 
4th People’s Health Assembly 

Dhaka 

Bangladesh 

http://www.phmovement.org/en/

node/10805 

November  

19– 21 
Canadian Conference on Global Health 

Toronto 

Canada 

http://www.csih.org/en/events/

canadian-conference-global-health 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 
“Our territory is our life. This new process of territorial 
defence is historic, legitimate and crucial to ensure the 
protection of our rights and to maintain the integrity of 
our ancestral lands. We call on all communities of A’I 
Cofan nationality and other nationalities in the Ecuado-
rian Amazon to support this process and fight for the 
defence of their territories.” 

 

Lisbeth Narvaez, member of the local protection 
(guardia) group of the village Sinangoe, downstream 
from new Amazon mining concessions. 

https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts


 

Though AI is a hot topic right now, far too much of the discussion is about robot vacuums, self-driving 
cars, or being able to dim the lights with a voice command. 
Science continues to be able to explain more and more of our external, and even internal, existence, but 
the accelerated progress of artificial intelligence should be forcing us to clarify what it means to be 
human. 
 
That’s because the new advances are different from anything that’s come before. The rise of AI, and the 
increasing and overwhelming hyper-connectivity of our daily lives, has the potential to erode our 
humanity in unprecedented ways. In fact, it’s already happening — our addiction to our phones and our 
screens, allowing them into every part of our lives, is changing how we interact with each other and 
with ourselves. 
 
With the advances in AI that are right around the corner, we’re going to need all the wisdom we can get. 
It’s easy to caricature those sounding the alarms about AI as being, well, alarmist. But it becomes 
harder when you realize that many of them are among the most visionary voices in science and 
technology. What’s fascinating about the debate about artificial intelligence is that it isn’t just about the 
threat AI potentially represents to humanity, but — a much more interesting and consequential debate 
— about what it actually means to be human. 
 
The book’s author, Tegmark, writes, “we humans have built our identity on being Homo sapiens, the 
smartest entities around.” But “as we prepare to be humbled by ever smarter machines,” he urges us to 
“rebrand ourselves as Homo sentiens.” Read more on Amazon.com 
 
For more see: We’re Drowning in Data But Starved for Wisdom. Read more on Medium. 
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NEW-ISH BOOK:  

LIFE 3.0: BEING HUMAN IN THE AGE OF 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BY MAX TEGMARK  

https://www.amazon.com/Life-3-0-Being-Artificial-Intelligence/dp/1101946598
https://medium.com/thrive-global/were-drowning-in-data-but-starved-for-wisdom-bd2375baca5
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FYI 
EASING THE DANGERS OF 
CHILDBIRTH FOR BLACK 

WOMEN IN USA 

The rate of maternal mortality in the United States, already higher than in other wealthy countries, has 
risen by more than half since 1990. The grim increase is largely because of alarmingly high rates 
among black women, who nationally are three times as likely to die in pregnancy or childbirth as white 
women. 

In New York City, the numbers are even more staggering where black women are 12 times more 
likely to die from childbirth-related causes as white women. They experience severe, life-threatening 
complications from pregnancy and childbirth in about 387 out of every 10,000 births. That is triple the 
rate of white New Yorkers, and roughly comparable to complication rates in Sierra Leone. 

The disturbing phenomenon has been closely examined by The New York Times 
Magazine and ProPublica, which in recent months laid out the shameful details of how the lives of 
black women in pregnancy and childbirth have failed to be protected. One stunning find: Wealthier, 
more educated black women in New York City are also dying or almost dying in childbirth at a far 
higher rate than their white neighbors. One city study found that black college-educated women were 
more than twice as likely to experience severe complications from childbirth as white women without 
a high school diploma. 

Read more on The New York Times.  

https://www.propublica.org/article/how-hospitals-are-failing-black-mothers
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/20/opinion/childbirth-black-women-mortality.html?emc=edit_th_180421&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=647371710421
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'MY HAIR TURNED WHITE': 
REPORT LIFTS LID ON CHINA'S 

FORCED CONFESSIONS 

China must stop airing forced confessions from human rights activists, a campaign group has 
said in a report that details how detainees are coerced into delivering scripted remarks. There 
have been at least 45 forced televised confessions in China since 2013, according to the report 
from Safeguard Defenders, a human rights NGO in Asia. The group called on the international 
community to put pressure on the Chinese government to end the practice and recommended 
imposing sanctions on executives at China’s state broadcaster, including asset freezes and 
travel bans. 

Those coerced into confessing describe being dressed by police and handed a script they are 
required to memorize, and even being given directions on how to deliver certain lines or cry on 
cue, the report says. One person described enduring seven hours of recording for a television 
piece that ultimately amounted to several minutes. Others reported police ordering retakes of 
confessions they were unhappy with. 

Some occur in jailhouse settings, with the accused wearing an orange prison vest and 
sometimes seated behind bars, while others are made to look more neutral. The confessions 
are almost always aired before a formal conviction, violating Chinese law asserting a 
presumption of innocence. Chinese courts have a conviction rate over 99% and cases rely 
heavily on confessions. Five of the 37 people described in the report who have confessed on 
Chinese television have since publicly retracted their 
confessions. Read more on The Guardian. PAGE | 8 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/china
http://safeguarddefenders.com/#about
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/12/china-forced-confessions-report
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Last year, the IMF tried to counter long-running accusations that its programs damage health outcomes in 
developing countries, but the independent evidence points in the opposite direction. The question is whether 
the IMF will use this year’s reviews of its lending to switch approach and start helping Sustainable Development 
Goal (SDG) Three to “ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages.”  

Essentially, the IMF is arguing that this policy change has had two impacts. Firstly, that IMF programs are no 
longer associated with austerity. Secondly, that the IMF has used conditionality to ring-fence social spending. 
Unfortunately, neither of these claims hold up well under scrutiny. We examine the first below, and will detail 
the second in a forthcoming blog. 

The IMF’s concern not to be seen to be impacting health expenditure in the poorest countries can be viewed as 
an improvement. However, it is clear that IMF conditionality can constrain expenditure on health and other 
related services, and is at odds with the SDG commitment to achieve universal health coverage. 

The next scheduled review of IMF funding to low-income countries is planned later this year. Unfortunately, 
judging by the questions posed in a public consultation last year, the IMF review may be missing the point. The 
impacts on health and other social expenditure arise not primarily because of the access to IMF financing – 
which the questions focus on – but on the conditionality attached to that financing. More promisingly, the IMF 
2018 Executive Board work program also promises a review of conditionality, but, as yet, there is no public 
information on the scope of this review. 

Read more on Global Health Check.  

IMF CONDITIONALITY:  

STILL UNDERMINING 
HEALTHCARE? 

PAGE | 9 

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/health/
http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/consult/2017/licsfacs/
http://www.imf.org/en/publications/policy-papers/issues/2017/12/11/pp121117-statement-by-the-md-on-the-work-program-of-the-executive-board-executive-board-meeting
http://www.globalhealthcheck.org/?p=2027


 

Open the fridge or go to the supermarket nowadays and you are greeted with a 
cornucopia of produce. Freshness and variety is seen as the key to good health, 
flavoursome meals and any dish worth posting on Instagram. Yet how fresh is that 
food really? 

While some fruit and vegetables, such as potatoes, apples and squash, have a natural 
resistance to degradation under cool conditions, things such as salad leaves and 
broccoli florets deteriorate quickly, wilting and shriveling in size. Commercial 
farming methods that increase yield through excessive applications of nitrogen may 
have a negative impact on longevity once produce has been harvested. 

Read more on The Times. 

FYI 
HOW OLD IS YOUR ‘FRESH’ FOOD?  

THE TRUTH ABOUT WHAT WE BUY IN THE 

SUPERMARKET 
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/how-old-is-your-fresh-food-the-truth-about-what-we-buy-in-the-supermarket-b5ndw5d76
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A few weeks ago, I saw a poster in St. John's that piqued my interest: "Fairness for International 
Students," it said. As a former international student who made the decision to stay in Canada and 
start a family, I was elated to see a one-of-a-kind forum focused on the needs of international 
students at Canadian universities. 

 

Headed by the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), this forum — held recently on Memorial 
University's main campus in St. John's — was part of a larger national campaign aiming to equalize 
the status of international students. The campaign addresses several issues faced by foreign students 
in Canada including differential tuition fees, a need for clearer pathways for permanent residency and 
better support programs, including ones addressing mental health. 

 
Young people might not anticipate these issues when they decide to study abroad. Like many other 
international students, I chose Canada for my post-secondary education not only for the prestige of a 
North American education but also due to its acceptance of immigrants.  Excited to begin a new 
chapter in my life, I arrived here with hope-filled eyes. But like others before me, I soon realized that 
the life of an immigrant and international student requires nerves of steel. 

Read more on CBC.  
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WANT TO BE AN INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENT? BRING HOPE AND NERVES 

OF STEEL 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/international-student-1.4611608?cmp=rss&utm_source=Academica+Top+Ten&utm_campaign=f29fb7af91-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_04_16&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_b4928536cf-f29fb7af91-51605149
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